
Create Áine Carlin’s  
fabulous Fridge Raid Rolls
With a Kenwood Chef and  
High Speed Slicer / Grater.

+

Model Shown Chef Titanium + High Speed Slicer / Grater

FREE High Speed Slicer / Grater  
attachment worth £98.99 when you  
purchase a Kenwood Chef.* 
(See details on reverse)
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Fridge Raid Rolls

Tools: Kenwood Chef and High Speed  
Slicer / Grater attachment

Ingredients
6 Vietnamese rice wrappers
1 small carrot
1 red pepper
¼ small red cabbage
2 spring onions
½ large cucumber
½ large avocado
Handful of rocket

10g roughly chopped coriander
1 heaped tsp chilli flakes
1 tsp sesame seeds

For the Dipping Sauce
150ml sweet chilli sauce
3 heaped tbsp coconut cream
Juice of 1 lime

Rice rolls are pretty much the perfect vehicle for using up all those 
odds and ends in your fridge. From carrots to cabbage, cucumbers 
to peppers, anything goes … I also like to throw in some chilli flakes 
for heat and sesame seeds for added texture – not forgetting the 
all-important dipping sauce too! Half the fun is playing around with 
whatever ingredients you have to hand. Granted, it might take a  
bit of practice to get them neat and tidy but once you get the  
hang of it, you’ll be hooked.

+

Model Shown Chef Titanium + High Speed Slicer / Grater

FREE High Speed Slicer / Grater  
attachment worth £98.99 when you  
purchase a Kenwood Chef.* 

Method
Slice the carrot, red cabbage, red pepper, spring onion and 
cucumber using the Pro Slicer Grater attachment on the 
Kenwood Chef.

Slice the avocado lengthways using a knife.

Soak the Vietnamese rice wrappers one at a time in a large 
bowl of cold water for about 30secs and then transfer to a 
clean chopping board. 

Sprinkle the chilli flakes and sesame seeds over the bottom 
of the rice paper before laying over one avocado slice 
followed by a small handful of the rocket, sliced veg and 
finally a pinch or two of coriander. Ensure there is a little 
room at the bottom and either side.

To roll, fold in the two sides first before carefully folding 
over the flap nearest to you, tucking it in tightly but without 
tearing the wrapper. Continue rolling away from you until 
the roll is completely secure. Repeat process until all the 
ingredients are used. Best served immediately.

For the dipping sauce, simply place the sweet chilli sauce, 
coconut cream and lime juice in a bowl and beat vigorously 
until combined. Alternatively, place the ingredients into a 
Food Processor and blitz until combined. Serve alongside 
the rolls.

Purchase a qualifying product from the Kenwood Chef Kitchen Machine range* in the UK at any participating retailer or via the UK Kenwood website between 30th January 2017 – 28th February 2017 and 
claim your free attachment while stocks last. UK residents 18+ only. Redeem online or by post. Limit one (1) redemption of free attachment per transaction. Free attachment in this promotion cannot be 
returned, exchanged for cash or for any alternative products.*Qualifying products –  KMC515 / KMM715 / KVC5000T / KVC5000Y / KVC5000P / KVC5000G / KVC5000B / KVL6000T / KVC7300S / 
KVL8300S / KM080 / KM092 / KM096. Minimum spend of £319 applies. The minimum spend cannot be achieved by combining the purchase of multiple products. For full terms & conditions,  
visit www.kenwoodoffers.com/mychef. Promoter: Kenwood Limited, 1 Kenwood Business Park, New Lane, Havant, Hampshire, PO9 2NH, United Kingdom.
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